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Abstract. The enhanced-interlink system of experiment data and numerical simulation has been developed, 

and successfully operated routinely in the Large Helical Device (LHD). This system consists of analyzed 

diagnostic data, real-time coordinate mapping, and automatic data processing. It has enabled automated data 

handling/transferring between experiment and numerical simulation, to extensively perform experiment 

analyses. It can be considered as one of the prototypes for a seamless data-centric approach for integrating 

experiment data and numerical simulation/modellings in fusion experiments.  

Utilizing this system, experimental analyses by numerical simulations have extensively progressed. The authors 

believe this data-centric approach for integrating experiment data and numerical simulation/modellings will 

contribute to not only the LHD but to other plasma fusion projects including DEMO reactor in the future. 

1. Introduction 

In large-scale fusion experiments and future reactors, it is crucial to establish a reliable data-

centric system to perform data acquisition from many actuators/diagnostics, and to issue 

signals for controlling plasma operation along with relevant numerical analyses. For example, 

in the Large Helical Device (LHD) experiments, for further understanding of the plasma 

physics, an integrated transport code, TASK3D-a [1], has been developed. FIG. 1 shows the 

conceptual drawing of the system. In order to link between the experiment data and TASK3D-

a, the following are required: 1) integration of the experiment and analyzed data, 2) coordinate 

transform, and 3) automatic data processing. This is because numerical simulation requires 

various data, such as the electron 

temperature profiles, ion temperature 

profiles, and others. However, these 

data are acquired by different 

diagnostics. In order to retrieve these 

data in the same way, the integration of 

the experiment data and the analyzed 

data is required. Second, the plasma 

shape of the LHD is complex, and 

measuring cross-sections of plasma 

differs from one diagnostics to another. 

Therefore, it is required to transform 

these data on to the unified coordinate. 

Finally, the data that the numerical 

simulation uses are not calculated from 

only one experimental data, but they 
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FIG. 1. Conceptual drawing of enhanced-interlink 
system of experiment data and numerical simulation 
in LHD.  
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depend upon multiple experiment data. Therefore, in order to collect consistent data, 

automatic data processing and maintaining the dependency among data are required. A new 

interlink system has been built to satisfy these requirements.  

Although the system has not been equipped with the signal-issuing function, demonstration of 

the reliable operation of this system will have impacts on CODAC-IMAS interlink being 

discussed for ITER operation. Here, CODAC [2] stands for “Control, Data Access and 

Communication”, and IMAS for “Integrated Modelling & Analysis Suite” [3].  

2. Over view of interlink system 

The interlink system consists of mainly 3 components, integration of the experiment and 

analyzed data, coordinate transformation, and automatic data processing. In this section, these 

components are explained in detail. 

2.1. Analyzed Data Server 

For the LHD experiments, more than 100 diagnostics devices are attached. Most of the signal 

data measured by these devices are acquired by the LABCOM system [4]. The LABCOM 

system also works as a data archive, and provides the data for the scientists.  The scientists 

use unique methods to access various kinds of data. However, these are raw signal data, and it 

is difficult to analyze them if one is not familiar with the diagnostics. In order to access various 

physical data in the same way, the Kaiseki Server system, also called the Analyze Data Server 

system, has been developed [5].  It provides the fixed format file by the unique access 

method. The file is written as a comma separated text file, therefore, it can be easily read by 

various plotting applications. The system consists of a relational database (RDB) and a file 

server (FIG. 2.). The RDB stores the metadata of the registered data, such as the locations, the 

file size, and the comments, and other information. Clients use SOAP [6] interfaces to 

communicate with the server to search for, retrieve, or register the data. SOAP is a remote 

invocation method by exchanging XML-based text messages. These messages are exchanged 

between the server and the client using HTTP. Therefore, this system can easily coexist with 

firewall products and load balancers to support numerous clients in the future. By the end of 

2014 Q2, about five million files of 290 diagnostics had been registered. All of the file is 

compressed as ZIP files, and the total size is 4.3 TB; the average file size of the data is 1.1MB, 

whereas the maximum file size is 

1.2 GB. 

2.2. Coordinate 

transformation 

2.2.1 Equilibrium Database 

The Kaiseki Server enabled the 

researchers to retrieve various 

experimental data in the same 

manner. However, the plasma shape 

in the LHD is complex, and the 

direction of diagnostics devices are 
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FIG.2. Overview of Analzsed Data Server System: The 
system consists of RDB and file server. The client uses 
SOAP to retrieve the data. 
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different from each other, therefore, the measured cross-sections of the plasma is changing 

from one diagnostics to another. For example, the YAG laser Thomson scattering system 

measures the electron temperature of horizontal cross-sections of the plasma, while the far 

infrared (FIR) laser array measures the line-integrated electron density of vertical cross-

sections. On the other hand, numerical simulations for toroidal plasmas usually employ density 

and temperature profiles described in averaged minor radius or flux functions. Therefore, the 

conversion (so-called mapping) from real coordinates to flux coordinate (or reff) is required to 

establish inter-linkage between experiment data and numerical simulation.  

For this purpose, a free boundary 3D equilibrium database has been built using VMEC [7]. 

VMEC code solves 3D MHD equilibrium by finding a minimum in the total energy of the 

system. The database stores the Fourier coefficients of magnetic surface in the magnetic 

coordinate. The calculation is done over the 7 dimension-space: 3 parameters describing 

magnetic configurations, and 4 parameters for profiles shape. The external magnetic field 

configuration of the LHD has three degree freedom. They are magnetics-axis position (Rax), 

quadruple magnetic components (Bq), and pitch parameter of helical coil current (γ). Profile 

shape is described as a polynomial expression of normalized toroidal flux, s. This database is to 

be used for the quick mapping rather than accurate equilibrium reconstruction. In this respect, 

the database is calculated for several predefined profiles. The predefined profiles are 

represented by two kinds of parameter: the peak values (P0, Ip) and the peaking factors (pf, 

Ipf). The summary of the parameters is listed in Table I. 

TABLE I: LIST OF DATABASE PARAMETERS 

Parameter Description Range Number of points Unit 

Rax Magnetic axis position 3.504.00 11 m 

Bq Quadruple field -50200 6 % 

γ Pitch Parameter 1.1291.262 8 - 

p0 Peak beta 010 11 % 

pf Pressure peaking factor 1.415.00 5 - 

Ip Net toroidal plasma 

current 
-150150 13 kA/T 

Ipf Current peaking factor -12.60  4.00 11 - 

 

In order to complete the database, calculation must be done for all 7 parameters, and the total 

number of combinations for each magnetic configuration becomes 7,865 = (11x5x13x11). The 

calculation has begun from the most frequently used magnetic configuration. In 2014, the 

calculation is done for 26 magnetic configurations.  

The interface of the database has been developed based on the Kaiseki Server system, and 

implemented as a client-server application using Web based technology. When the server 

program receives the request, it searches the data in the database for the given conditions. If it 

cannot find the exact conditions in the database, it interpolates the results of neighbor 

conditions to calculate. Currently, the database includes only 4.9% of all possible magnetic 

configurations. However, the magnetic configuration pattern used for LHD experiment is 

limited. Also, some of them can be calculated by the interpolations. Consequently, this system 

covers more than 95% of the plasma experiments executed in the last five experimental 

campaigns (Table II). 
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TABLE II: THE CALCULATION COVERAGE OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS 

Campaign Fiscal Year Interpolated Total Coverage 

17th 2013 3% 95 % 

16th 2012 2% 97 % 

15th 2011 6% 97 % 

14th 2010 13% 98 % 

13th 2009 13% 98 % 

 

 

2.2.2. Equilibrium mapping system 

Based on this database, the equilibrium mapping system called TSMAP (Thomson Scattering 

MAPping) was developed [8]. Changing the peak beta and the pressure peaking factor for 

given magnetic configurations, TSMAP searches for the best-fitted equilibrium so as to 

minimize the discrepancy between inward side and outward side of an electron temperature 

profile, which is measured by the Thomson scattering system, on the normalized coordinate 

(see FIG. 3.). During a typical 10-second plasma discharge, Thomson scattering diagnostics 

measures 800 times, and the total number of database searches becomes more than 10,000. It 

took about 15 minutes for the original program. On the other hand, the plasma discharge 

repeats every 3 minutes. Therefore, it was strongly desired to enhance the calculation speed.  

TSMAP adopts a client-server architecture; it asks the server for the normalized coordinates 

corresponding to the real coordinate under certain experimental conditions.  In order to 

enhance the calculation speed of TSMAP, both the client side and server side programs must 

be modified. For the client side, the parallel computing technique was used. TSMAP is a client-

server program, and it must wait for the server response before it resumes calculation. 

However, because the calculation of the best fitting for one time frame is independent from 

other time frame calculations, the calculation for different time frames can be executed 

simultaneously. By this technique, TSMAP can use the client CPU more efficiently. While one 

process is waiting for the server response, another process can use CPU to calculate another 

Initial State Final State
 

FIG. 3. The initial and final state of the temperature profiles on the effective coordinate. TSMAP 

defines the transformation so as to minimize the difference of the inside and outside temperature. 
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frame. The original TSMAP program is written in PV-Wave, but PV-Wave is not suitable for 

writing a multi-process or multi-thread program. Therefore, the program is rewritten in Python 

to calculate multiple frames simultaneously. The reason why Python was chosen is that 

treatment of an array variable is similar to PV-Wave, and it is relatively easy to migrate from 

PV-Wave.  

Increasing the number of the frames, the calculation speed will saturate because the server 

cannot handle the clients’ requests. In order to increase the server side performance, LVS 

(Linux Virtual Server) is used. LVS is a load balancing feature implemented by the standard 

Linux kernel. Using this feature, single service can be run on multiple servers, and from the 

viewpoint of the client, the service is provided by only one server. Therefore, the client side 

program doesn’t need to modify. Currently, TSMAP uses 4 CPU core processor PC as a 

client, and a set of three PCs as a server. The new program calculates 64 frames 

simultaneously, and achieves about 10 times faster speed than the original program [9]. 

 

2.3. Automatic Data Processing System 

In order to analyze the last result of plasma discharge during the experiment, it is necessary to 

run the analysis program soon after the discharge ends. On the other hand, there is a 

dependency among the data in the Kaiseki Server.  For example, FIG. 4 shows the task flow 

of transport calculations. Calculating dynamic transport data (dytrans) requires the profiles of 

electron temperature, electron density on the effective coordinates, which is provided by 

TSMAP, and ion temperature on the effective coordinate, which is provided by cxsmap. 
cxsmap is calculated from the ion temperature measured on the real coordinates and mapped 

on the effective coordinate using TSMAP. Therefore, if Thomson is updated because of 

recalibration, the dependent diagnostic data, for example, tsmap, cxsmap, dytrans, and others, 

must be recalculated. In order to smooth the automatic calculation process and maintain 

consistency amongst the data, AutoAna, an automatic analyzing system, has been developed 
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FIG.4. Data dependency. The flow to calculate dytrans, dynamic transport. 
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[10].  

FIG. 5. shows the overview of AutoAna. It consists of three components: 1) job queue server, 

2) job manager, and 3) job executer. When new data is stored on the Kaiseki Server, the server 

notifies the new registration to all the computers on the network using IP multicast. This is a 

small binary packet that contains the diagnostics name and shot number. It is useful for the 

program that uses specific analyzed data. For example, the summary graph of the last plasma 

shot is displayed in the front monitor of the control room. Using this notification mechanism, 

the program can draw the last data as soon as it is registered into the database. Because the IP 

multicast packet is sent to all the clients at once, the server doesn’t notify each client 

repeatedly. Therefore, the server load does not increase even if the number of the clients 

increases in the future. On the other hand, the packet is sent asynchronously, the client does 

not use polling to wait for the data registration, and clients can do other tasks until the new 

data will appear. For LHD experiments, IP multicast is used for other purposes [11]. During 

the experiment, a sequence signal is sent from the central control system.  

On receiving the IP multicast from the Kaiseki Server, the job manager checks if other data 

that depend on the newly registered data can be calculated. For example, when the Thomson 

scattering data is registered into the Kaiseki Sever, the job manager checks if TSMAP can 

execute or not. As shown in FIG. 4., execution of TSMAP requires the data of thomson, ip, 

wp, etc. If all the data is prepared, the job manager registers the job into the job queue. After 

TSMAP is registered into the Kaiseki Server, the job manager checks if the program to 

calculate the data that requires TSMAP, such as, cxamp, ermap, and others, can execute or 

not. 

The components of AutoAna are written in Ruby, and the job queue is implemented as a 

remote distributed object using dRuby library. Using dRuby, a remote object can be accessed 

as if it were a local variable. Therefore, it is easy to write a program that shares information 
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FIG. 5. Overview of AutoAna.. The system consists of a register, a queue server, and multiple 

executers. Sharing the job with multiple PCs, the calculation of speed can be increased.  
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among the computers distributed over the network. Using this mechanism, multiple executers 

can share a single queue. The queue is a FIFO (Fast In Fast Out) list, and the job executer 

retrieves the job from the list and executes the job on a first-come-first-served basis. If the 

queue is empty, the executer goes to sleep until a new job is registered. As soon as a new job is 

registered into the queue, one of the sleeping executers wakes up and retrieves it. 

When the executer retrieves the job from the queue, it executes the calculation program. The 

AutoAna system provides only the framework of the job management, and the calculation 

program itself is are developed by the researchers who specialize in each diagnostics, and they 

can use their favorite computer languages, such as, FORTRAN, PV-Wave, C++, and others, 

as long as they implement the minimum interface.  

The job can be executed by multiple job executers distributed on the network. Therefore, the 

system is flexible and scalable; it is easy to handle a sudden increase of the requirements. For 

example, during the plasma discharge experiment, 40 executers are running on the 5 PCs. The 

number of processes is enough to keep up with the experimental sequence. However, if the 

calculation program is modified, it is often the case that hundreds of thousands of data must be 

recalculated. In such a case, an idle PC can be used to increase the calculation speed. After the 

16th experiment campaign, because of the update of the calculation program, 12 servers and a 

total of 72 CPU cores are used as a job executers in order to shorten the calculation time. 

3. Discussion  

This enhanced-interlink system of experiment data and numerical simulation in LHD has 

extensively progressed experiment analyses. As such an example, FIG. 6. is the reproduced 

figure from Ref. [12] on the relation between “heat flux normalized by the density, Qi/ne” and 

“ion temperature gradient, -dTi/dreff”. The significance of this figure in the context of this paper 

is that it is made up of power-balance analyses for 57-timings in a single LHD discharge, which 

is now easily performed by enhanced-interlink between experiment and numerical simulation. 

The coordinate mapping, equilibrium specification, NBI deposition calculations and dynamic 

power balance analyses (including 

temporal variation of plasma parameters) 

are automatically sequentially performed.  

Utilizing this system, experimental 

analyses by numerical simulations have 

been extensively progressed. The authors 

believe this data-centric approach for 

integrating experiment data and 

numerical simulation/modellings will 

contribute to not only LHD but also to 

other plasma fusion projects including 

DEMO reactor in the future. 
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FIG. 6. Reproduced figure from Ref. [12]. The 

significance of this figure in the context of this 

paper is that it is made up of power-balance 

analyses for 57-timings every 20 ms in a single 

LHD discharge, which is now easily performed by 

enhanced-interlink between experiment and 

numerical simulation. 
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